Cut And Make A Knight's Helmet
(Dover Children's Activity Books)
**Synopsis**

Only scissors and glue are needed to assemble this authentic, full-size, silver-and-gold replica of an armet, a type of closed-visor helmet worn in the late Middle Ages (c. 1450–1500). Ideal for school plays, costume parties, Halloween, more. Clear instructions, with diagrams, make assembly easy.
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**Customer Reviews**

The helmet does form a nice representation of the knight’s helmet. It is not a full sized replica, I would guess closer to half-sized. It fit the head of a four-year old quite nicely and they had a lot of fun with it.

easy to follow instructions

This was a neat idea, but very tricky to put together. I spent hours of my life on it only for it to be too big for my daughter’s head and she never wore it. Once it was assembled, it looked cool.

Great product! Fast shipper. overall very happy! Great product! Fast shipper. overall very happy! Great product! Fast shipper. overall very happy!
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